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PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 1, 1907

VOL. XXII NO.76 ,

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

REGISTRATION OF VOTERS IN CITY UNTIL NINE P. M.
Republicans, Register Under Your True Colors. It Gives the Party Prestige. It Will Encourage Good Men to
Accept \the Nomination Next Year to See the Poll Books, Showing the Real Party Strength and Personnel.

AMERICAN-GERMAN
An Old Trick. KNIGHTS OFPYTHIAS STATE
BOOK IS CARRIED PLEADING FOR 7HE TICKET,
LODGE IS IN SESSION TODAI BANK'S NEW HEAD
-—
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Hour.
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of the city.

Governor Beckham and 011ie James
Speak to Good Sized Crowd at Fifth BETTER LAND LAW Street and Kentucky Avenue
SAYS ROOSEVELT
TO IOWA FARMERS'

Mayor Yeiser Delivers Keys of
City to Delegates and Felicitations are Passed—Al
Young for Grand Outer
Ouard Paducah's Man.

I'. Thompson ReTYLER IS THROWN Mc.tiresGeorge
kfter Twenty ears
Active Service and Mr. Ran!
OVERBOARD FROM kin
Kirkland Succeeds
SINKING VESSEL L. Atkins as ca4hier.
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EVANSVILLIANS WILL
BE GUESTS OF PADUCAH

REGISTRATION IS WILLSON LANDED
UP TO AVERAGE
HEAVILY ON THE
IN MOST PRECINCTS ELECTION FRAUDS

SLEEPY DRIVER WAS
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT.

MR. ALEX OWEN Dip.

SUIT TO PREVENT
INJURY TO TITLES

Graves County Young Couple at
Last Succeed in Being Married
By Metropolis Magistrate

SQUIRE BURNETT HONORED.,

_
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WHITE PLAINS COAL CO.
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bottles, which were ship- -1111111111111INENIPmesse
ped to Cairo liquor dealers.
I The excursion Iiteanter J. S. still
be in toiright to carry an excursion
oet Wednesday night.
Natiousa League Standing.
The itceal was in and out on time
P. W. L. Pct. today.
Chicago.. ......145 103 42 710
The Oceviing made her regular
Pittsburg
....14d 88 57 607 trips today.
New York
148 82 66 554
Capdain Baker has returned to Rig
Philadelphia
141 77 64 546 Bend shoals to look after the work of
Brooklyn ..
let 65 79 451 raising the Jim Duffy,
Cincinnati ..
146 62 84 425
Official Forecasts,
Bostoe
144 55 89 382
The Ohio at Evansville and Mr.
St. Louis
147 48 99 327 Vernon, not much change daring the
ntat 24 hours. At Paducah and Cairo
YESTERDA Y'S RESULTS.
will continue rising during the next
At St. Louis—
36 hours.
RE
The Tennessee at Florence, will
St. Louis
5 11 4 continue falling during the next 2
Winton
1 5 1 days. At Joieneonville, will begin
Batteries--Lush and Noonan; Dorvrithiu-the next. 12 hours, and
ner and Incl.
fail for several days.
The Miseissippi from below St
At Chicago—
•
1.01Ins to Cait:O. not much change durR
E ing the -next 36 hours.
6
0
Chicago .....
New York
0 3 4
JAI'S LOOT ALASKAN TOWN.
Batteries— Ruelbach and Kling;
WOW and Bowernian.
Priests on Kodak Island Report Out-

NTS EVIDENCE A HARD YEAR
1 BASEBALL NEWS
FOR SUFFERERS
OF COMPLICITY
Federal Judge Notifies the A Noted Authority Gives Advice trii Prevent and Relieve
Prosecution
Catarrh of All Kinds.
titcwien.
Grand Jury ls
))))iertion With Grv.it
berg's
•
Land frauds.
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It's a
Head
WISE That Knows it All

HEAD!
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The coming months will be a harCASE AGAINST sF.N.vroit BORAH vest
for the doctors and patent medicine manufacturers unless great care
Is taken to keep the feet dry, also
dress warmly.
This its the advice of a well-known
Boise, Idaho, Oct. 1.—Federal
Judge Wilson, who is presiding at the authority and should be heeded
trial of United States Senator Borah, by all who are subject to rheumatism
notified the prosecuSion today that kidney and bladder troubles and esthe ease had reached a point where pecially catarrh. While the latter is
some testimony connecting the de- considered by most suffecirs an inrage to Americas Captain.
At Pilitsburg—
on trial with the alleged Ida- curable disease, there ar7 few men
fendant
30
R H
ho land fraud coespiracy must be pre- or women who alit fail to experience
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 1.—A report
to
the following sim- Pittsburg
" 7 2 was made to United States Consul
sented. The attorneys for the govern- great relief fro
38
3
2 Smith of Vancouver yesterday by
ment, acting on the suggestion, said ple home prescription, and if taken Philadelphia .....
Batteries— Maddox and Gibson; Captain Munro of the schooner Casec,
they would offer in evidence tomorrow 4n time it will erewat an attack of
Sparks and Dooin.
records of the county clerk's office. catarrh during the entire season.
of the pirating of the Alaskan village
Here is the prescription which any
showing scores of timber deeds that
on Litak Bay, on Southwest Kodak IsAt
Cincinnati—
had been admitted to record at the one can mix: Fluid Extract Dandelion
land, by the arew of a Japanese sailR H Z ing schooner operating in the Bering
request of Senator Borah. .
oneshalf ounce, Compound Kargon
6 7 2 seal season. The Casec called at LiTestimony again had to do large- one ounce, Compound Syrup Sarsa- Cincinnati
3 9 4 tak Bay for water and the Russian
ly with the actions of former Gover- parilla three ounces. Shake well in Brooklyn
Batteries-- Weimer and Schiel; priests asked Captain Munro to innor Steunenberg in the land dealing. a bottle and use in teaspoonful doses
Attorney Bayley protested against the alter each meat and again at bedtime McIntyre and Bergen.
form the United States authorities of
iniesst-s being allowed to give con- These are mostly vegetable ingrethe outrage. The Japanese landed
American League Standing.
versations with Steunenberg. He dients and can be obtained from any
0
broke open the houses and looted
F. W. L. Pct. right and lett.
sa:d they had no bearing on Senatok good prescription pharmacy at small
ET a thoroughly good suit,
60S
Detroit .. ......143 87 56
Borah's case and tended only to cost.
pay $18, $20 or $25 for it,
b:acken the memory of a man who
The Compound Kargon In this pre- Philadelphia ....138 _ 83 55 Gilt
FOR SALE.
and you'll be a better dressed,
cannot answer.
scription acts directly upon the elimi- Chicago .. ......146 86 60 5S9
residence.
2012 West Jeffer
My
Cleveland......147
83
64
565
more contented young mar.
native tissues of the kidneys to make
144 '66 78 458 son street. Five rooms, hall,•porcIsit,
May Affect Miner's Case*.
them Alter anet strain from the blood New York
all season than if you had two
146 65 81 44!, bathroom and pantry, Newly painted.
While the government if trying -- the poisons that produce all forms of St. Louis
suits of the ordinary kind.
145 58 87 400 Resit resident location in city. Tele.
thus far in vain—to connect Senatot catarrhal affections. Relief Is often Boston
_113 98 95 336 phone Home 'phone No. 1028. Also
Borah with the land frauds, a special felt even after the first few doses and Washington
You'll find the tailoring,
grand jury under a special prosecutor it is seldom that the sufferer ever exJ. E. Baker,
household tun:Bare.
quality and style in thee
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
is attempting to get to the bottom of periences. a return attack within the
suits, the lasting good shape
the alle.ged connection of ex-Governor year.
At Philadelphia—
•
Steunenberg with the thefts of the
R H
and wear that pays you in
This prescription makes a splendid
government timber domain.
Philadelphia
9 16 :1
the price you can have them
remedy for all forms of blood disorThe action has an important bearDetroit
9 18 6
and
symptoms
as
lame
such
ders
back*
for and the satisfaction they
ing on the coming trials of C. H. MoyBatteries— Waddell and
bladder weakneasea .and rheumatism
Schreck:IONE
er and Charles Pettibone, the miners'
give.
Donovan surd Schmidt. Seventeen
inpains are entirely dispelled.
chief accused of the governor's murnings, called on account of darkCommencing
As this valuable, though'simple, fe:
to If you've an earnest desire to
der. If the charges involving Stet',
nese.
cipe
Comes
from
a
thoroughly
reliable
dress right. get Ederheimernenberg's name are sustained its efit should be heeded by every
Stein clothes. Let the other
fect on public opinion will give strong source,
At New York—
fellow do as he likes.
aid to the two accused union men, it afflicted reader.
New York
2 6 1
.
is said.
St. Una,
4 9 1
District Attorney Timothy Burke of
Batterlee--Orthipuid Thomas; HowWyoming. who is conducting the inell and Spencer.
In
koy
in,
quiry, is bringing out every -possible
At Boston—
1
415741_ .., p.F.OADWAY
piece of evidence against SteunenR H E
berg, even if it adds nothing to the
Boston
.........3 12 - 2
case against men thus far indicted or
Chicago ..... ...........3 6 4
•
lAWISVILLE DEMOCRATIC
NI t.
who may be ndlOed in the future.
Batteries— Barry and Peterson;
('RINK
FOR
VOTES.
.KENTUCisa At Eat
it Ultlal
It is also pointed out that the
Altrock and Sullivan, Fourteen InMoyer and Pettibone cases depend to
nings, called on account of darkness
Will Serve Dinner at ittexles-Burford a large extent on the outcome of the
Store Tomorrovi.
trial of Senator Borah.
At Washington—'
(niter, colored Denizens a Wide Opon
WorIllesdaY diviner will be served
R H E
If
They
Will
Support
at Rhodes-Burford company, by the
Pollee Report.
Washington ..... ........G 7 0
Owen Tyler This Fall.
ladies of the Kentucky Avenue PresA total of 155 arrests was made
0 4 2
Cleveland
byterian church.
during September by the police force
Batteries— Gehr,ng and Warner;
Menu.
as follows:
Jogs md C:arke.
Soup.
Housebreaking, 7; disorderly conLouisville, Oct. 1.—The Democrats
Chicken and Dumplings.
duct, 22; drunkenness. 22: Present- of Louisville began working among
Baked Ham.
Butter Beans ing pistol, 3; breach of ordinance, 6; the negroes of Louisville Saturday in
Fried Corn. Creamed Potatoes.
drunk and disorderly. 27; breach of an effort to en:lst them under the
Sliced Tomatoes.
peace, 36; false swearing, 1; forgery, banner of "Tyler and a aide-open
Celery,
Cold Slaw,
Light Bread. 1; obtaining money under false pre- town."
Opening Play
Coffee.
tenses. 2: petty lareeny, 5; fugitive
Hot Biscuit.
Their efforts were confined to the
Iced Tea.
from justice. 2; malicious cutting, 2; lower class of negroes, as the better
suspect, 1; converting money of an- negroes are so well pleased with an
Pie.
The rise in the ri‘,er seems to haNe
If
other to one's private use. 1; grand orderly city and the restraint put up- been short li‘ed as the gauge only
Caramel.
Lemon
accompanied by a
Dinner 23r.
lareeny. 2: malicious assault, 1; ma- on the vicious negroes that they will registerea 8.6 or a Hee of ,1 since person holding a paid XI* ticket.
licious okooting. 3; using insulting vote for law and order.
yesterday. Business, however, was
BABE'S CRIES DRIVE NIA N
language, 3: gambling, 3; immoralThe Tyler_ managers, however, are exceedingly good in the shipping line Limited First 300 Seats
TO all-RDER AND SUICIDE. ity, 2; disorderly house 1; total, 155. working to solidify the vote of the today and a large quantity of freight
lawless negroes and are trying to stir was delivered at the wharf for the INENIESIV
Chicago, Ill., Oct. 1.— Ross C.
them up so they will endeavor to regular packets.
Charge Breach of'Contract.
Brice's baby was fretful all of Sew
work in repeaters.
The steamer Clyde eame in this
Instituted stilt
G.
Park
Attorney
D.
day :Tight, ahd because Brice was unThe allurements of a "wide-open morning at 3 o'clock from the Tenyesterday for the
Flopit-i-nsville
at
shot
able to sleep in consequence, he
town", crap games unmolested, sa- nessee river. She will stay here uncompany
Amusement
his wife and then hauself this morn- Kentucky
loon open all day Sunday and an ut- til tomorrow afternoon bsfore getting
Amusement
Robinson
the
against
ter lack of restraint are held up to away on her return trip.
ing. Both died a few hours afterward.
and
Paducah
former
of
the negroes who might be tempted by
The couple retired early Saturday ev- company, the
The Buttorff is the boat due in the
$2,000.
The
ening, but the baby became fretful. latter of Cincirelati, for
these things.
Evansville trade today. As she did
defendant
the
that
are
allegations
Brice left the house in disgust. ReThe desperation of the gang was not get away until late Sunday afterturning at 9 o'clock, he called his wife broke a contract made to give a ear- never better exemplified than in its noon It
Is not expected that she will
The
defrom bed and shot her as she opened nivel in Paducah this fail.
brazen arrpeal to all that is worst In reach
port before late trimirht.
the door. A second shot killed brut- fendant is showing at Hopkinsville the make-up of the city in its effort
CalPt• B. Berryman has returned
this week.
self.
to get control of Louisville again.'
from Memphis, where he piloted a
, Fortunately the taw-abiding negovernment steamer down the MissisA fellow must be pretty soft to groes are in the majority, and the
At this time of the year the pie
elphi. lie will leave tomorrow evenstand for being called hard nanies.
baker doesn't mince matters.
machine will gain nothing by its
ing for Cairo with the Dick Fowler
abandoned course toward the negroes.
which he will pilot down the river
Only One "BROMO QUININE." that is
with the envoy fleet with the preel, Famous Divine Passes Away.
on every
dent's party.
Louisville. Ky., Oct. 1.-- Just af/110101600bes. 25c
The Henrietta is in from the
Curet e- Coldin Ono Des,7Grn 2 Dais
ter having rounded out 50 years of
tow of ties for the
vigorous work on the Christian Ob- Tennessee with a
server, and within a few weeks of the Ayer-Lord cornpany.
The sand dredger resumed work
anniversary of the sudden death of
the Rev. Dr. Francis R. Beattie, who this morning over near the big sandhad been his associate in that work, bar.
The R. Dunbar Left foe Cairo this
the Rev. Dr. Francis • Bartlett Converse, head of the publishing firm of morning with a good business. A
Converse & Co., and one of the lead- large part of her cargo was composed
ers of the Presbyterian church in the
south, died at his residence, 922
West St. Catherine street, at 2:30
o'clock yesterday morning following
a heart ifttack. Dr. Converie was 71
years old, and was probably the best.
known writer on religious subjects
in the south, if not In the whole country.

Sizes

Prices
$25 to
'$30

Big

But if you are wise to your own business interests you will trade with D.E..
Wilson when you need Pens, Inks,
Pencils Typewriter Papers or any other
Book Store Stuff. He cuts the price on
the very best goods.

D.E. WILSON

SOMETHING TO ADMIRE.
is the exquisite finish and beauty of
the garments that leave this establiehnieut. Made opon correct lines,
according to the latest dictates of
fashion and in fabric-quality the
peer of any. made-to-nseasnre garments, our prices provide the opportunity to dress well at lowest possible cost. Give me a call
H. M. DALTON, Tailor.

It Pays to Buy

403

Broadway, with

EderheimerStein Young

Men's Clothes

G

Warren, the

Jeweler.

FOR RENTI
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

Che Kentucky

SOLID WEEK

THE BOOK AND
MUSIC MAN

AMERICAN:GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

Monday, Sept130,,,,

1

Look Who's

BRAZEN APPEAL

IL

Coming

MISS DORA WOODRUFF

egiernRs To Mta A NDE3ov.s

And the Famous •

Dora Woodruff
Stock Co,
25 -- FOLKS -- 25
8 Big Specialties 8
Superb Band and Orchestra.

WAY OUT WEST

LADIES' FREE'1""daY mg"'

W. F.
President.

R. Itudy,
Cashier,

P l'uryear,
Assistant Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Is co.....lard

$100,000

Capital
Surplus
St WIC holders liability

511.000
100,000

$2.50,000
Total security to depositor.
Accounts of individual/sand firms solicited. We appreciate
small Os well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatmtnt.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

Third and Broadwa,

In countr'es where,beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
Of alcohol and is rich in food values

Laxative Bromo Quinine

The Belvedere Making Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.

SON
&
NANCE
GUY
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Hy.

"Phone"

Mayfield'

GREAT FAIR AND RACES
October 1st to 5th Inclusive

A great program has been arranged for
every day—harness and running races.
Special Train Leaves Paducah Daily
At 730, Returning, Leaves Maylieid lit 6 p. m.
FARE $1 FOR ROUND TRIP

Notice.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Langstag-Orrne Manufacturing company will be held at
t
srfftco In Pedneith, Ky., on the
9th day of October, 1907.
H. W. RANK IN, Soc'y and Trans.
Deaths of Infants.
The infant of J. W. Huark died at
Maxon Mills this moruing of a complication of diseases. Burial will be
this afternoon at Paleed,ne church.
The infant of Mr. Joe Mullen, 725
Goebel avenue died this morning of
I fever, and will be buried This aftertenon in Oak Grove eemstere.
The teehnique of Poetry demands
thnt al:
, pot Is sure-footed.

When you want a prescription filled or anything in the
lines carried in a drug store,
and want the finest quality
and want it at reasonable
price—phone your needs to
us. We will promptly deliver your order free of charge
to any part of the city, Note
the place, Fourth and Broad-

The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

way.

McNIERS ON'S

••

Drt4 Store.
-

ME PADUCAH EVENING 8ITN.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER I.

New Fall Goods In
Ilere,is your chance to look at the finest merchant tailor goods in the city. Also elegant
trimmings that go with nobby suits.
We make suite from $30.00 up and guarantee
perfect workmamh.p, style and fit.
We have a c:.- mplete stock to pick from —no
cheap goods.
All repair work called for and delivered.

JOSEPH H. NASH
ARRIVES TODAY

Me)HOW LC

Ocy•sta

•••••••••••

LOCAL

AND

GENER tr.

•••••••••

NEWS

Joeeph J-I. Nash, master mechanic
for the Illinois Conical at East St.
T A711
.0R
Louis, is expected to arrive in Paducah this afternoon to aseetne charge
Old Phone 10164. 113 S. Third St.
f the local shops in the capacity of
master mechanic. Th hi morning a
letter came to Mr. Nash addressed
"personal," and other letters ere pH
ing in, an indication that he bas received the appointment. This, with
the fact that he has recited a house
here, confirms the rumor that he
would be the new master mechanic
and shop men are no longer wondering "who 'he will be," but "when
The platform of the Republican same candidate by the different par- will he be here."
"Speaking of the job'of master
party, adopted in convention at Lou- ties.
Twelfth—We condemn the iaw, mechanic at Paducah," stated a popIs as follows
We approve the policies and com- passed Ter Immoral political purposes ular railroad main, "did you ever
mend the abaity, integrity and cour- creating the racing commission in stop to think of what a proposition
it is?
The master meehanic bere
age of President Rosevelt and his Kentucky, and demand its rapers'.
administration, and without expressThirteenth—We condemn the en-Oast more officials over him than any
lug a preference for any candidate, actment by the Democratic party of other master mechanic on the system,
raver Hie selection by the next na- a large number of obnoxious tax He Is under the orders of the supertional convention for president of laws and the creation of useless of- intendents of the Nashville, Louisone in full accord with those pelicies, ficsee as the reward of partisan serv- ville, Jackson and Tennessee divisand who will energetically carry them ice, and we promise, if given power, ions; trainmaoters of the same disout in the interests of all the people. to repeal all such laws and reduce tricts, and two traveling engineers
Second—We demand that all elec- the taxes to the lowest possible rate and has to turn each official's work
tions shall be honestly conducted, consistent with an efficient adrutnis- out as soon as he 'can. Engines
-and declare that the cause of good tottion of the state government.
from all &Onions come in constantgovernment and the future happiness
ly , - and he has to figure some to
Conclusion.
and weifare of the peopie of KenFor years east the legislation en- please them all."
tucky are inseparably bound up in acted by the Democratic party and
October I brought no bulletin authe suppression of all abuses and dictated by certain of Its leaders has thorizing a cut in working forces in
crimes against an honest ballot, that not been for the benefit of the citi- the Illinois Central idiom a good inhave so unfortunately disgraced onr sen but for Ai officenolder. The dieation that the present fun force
seate under Democratic rule, depriv- chief aim of such legislation has been will be maintainpd theoughout the
:DK the people of their rightful herit- the continued holding of office and winter.
Work has been piling alto
age—representative government,
the creation of new offices to be trad- the whops eteadily for months, and
The law for registration certifievery engine is needed, and rush ored in as rewards for party service.
cates, imposed on the state by the
The citizen is at last realizing, as ders are still in effect here.
purimmoral
party
for
Democratic
Engine No. 846, which turned over
never before, that the administration
Roses, whereby votes in Kentucky
affairs is a business that at Luzerne mines several weeks ago
public
instruments,f
o
have become negotiable
' comes close home to him; that such and was smashed up, was turned
passing by delivery, ought to be rebusiness must be honestly and ell- out of the shops thes morning for
pealed.
conducted, and that his bat- litnisering up. and will go into service
,ciently
state
the
of
Third—The judiciary
not be cast as a matter of tomorrow.
should
lot
appellate
in both the circuit and
Engineer Joe A. McCann, of the Ilbut for that candidate or
courts, should be chosen on non- sentiment,
which shows the highest capac- linois Central. who has been in the
partisan grounds, and the continuo party
properly conducting the at- hospital in St. Louis under a specin office of faithful judicial pub.oity for
of
the state on strict business ialist for an operation, has returned
fairs
determined
by
1k
11c servants should be
fully recovered. He well resume his
no other qualifications than fitness. principles.
We ask the support of all patriotic run between Padueat and Memphis
Fourth—There should be cornparty at ounce.
Pleie publicity concerning the ex- citizens, regardless of their
seRailroad Reports.
penditure of money for political cam- affiliations, for the state ticket
Freight traffic on the Illinois Oem
paigns, and a law should be passed- lected by this convention, and for
providing for an accounting by can- the policies and principles above tral during September was heavier
didates and campaign managers of stated, believing that It will insure than ever before in the history of the
road. The Louisville, Nashville and
all sums of money collected for polit- bet days for Kentucky.
Tennessee divisions handled freight
ical purposes.
so fast into Paducah that the, yards
Fifth—We demand the redistrictwere blocked ehe greater part of the
ing of Kentucky in legislative, senamonth.
torial, congressional and judicial disReports from the ticket department
tricts, which shall give equal -repreand baggage rooms are that traffic
sentation and equal voting power to
did not increase much during Sepevery citizen of every -district, in conEXPO- tember over the previous month.
formity with the plain requirements OFFICERS(W JAM ESTOW N
40
SITION DEMORALIZED.
Waiter Williamson, colored
of the constitution, and not as at
years old, a laborer in the lilluois
present, in flagrant violation thereof.
Central shops, while rolling truck
Sixth—There should be prompt
wheels, caught his left hand and
and efficient enforcement of the
Heade of Department Will Quit With crushed R.
criminal laws of every kind, and at
Director General Barr—Those
all times, but especially at this time
Who Go Out.
enforeement
rigid
GUILT NOT YET FIXED ON BORAH
do we call for the
of the law against those forms of
Prosecution Confronted by Task of
crimes, which, under the recent adConnecting Senator With Fraud.
ministration of justice, in many comNorfolk, Va., Oct. 1.—Autihentle
munities, have gone practically un- reports disclosed the fact that a numBotoe, Idaho, Oct. 1.—The seex,i,t1
punished. Election thieves, gamblers, ber of heads of departments will re- week of the trial of Senator Borth
pool room operators and others, to sign with Director General Barr, of charged with complicity in the Idaho
commit crimes in the interest of the Jameetown exposition. J. A. land frauds, begins tomorrow mornthose conirolling the local adminis- Wakefield, chief of concessions. and ing before Federal Judge Whitson
tration of some of our cities and A. Sherwood, chief of admissions, an- 'with the government attorneys still
counties, should be punished, and the noulee their resignations. It is re- confronted by the task of connecting
juries should be so selected a sto ported that W. M. Dixon, assistaid the defendant with the alleged un
prevent the packing of juries for the director general, and S. \V. Bowlegs lawful _combination. During the fleet
rerpose of securing verdicts in ac- director of publicity, _Ita.ve resigned. slx days of the trial the name of Stqlcordance iiith the wishes of those in
was seldom heard, and
Ittor Borah
whose hands the selection of the
the evidence adduced in behalf ot
INOWN
AFTER
YOUR
LOOK
juries is placed, or under whose conthe government had to do mainly
trol and direction they are selected.
TERESTS AND WATCH THE DEAL. with the activities of former GoverSeventh—We demand that the
nor Frank Steunenberg. It seems to
books, vouchers and accounts of all ER WHO IS CONSTANTLY TRYING be the policy of the defense to admit
municipalities, all public officers and
TO SELL YOU SOMETHING JUST for the purpose of•Senator Borah •s
public irstitutions supported by the
ease that conspiracy did exist, but to
all
of
state, counties or citie*, and
AS GOOD AR THE ARTICLE You contend that Senator Borah knew
corporations in which a city or state
nothing of its formation, or existence
NEVER TAKE A SUBowns the majority interest, either di- ASK FOR.
and that he acted in good faith as
rectly or through subordinate cor- STITUTE.
attorney in handling land meteors
porations, trustees or commissioners,
Senator Borah continues to express
shall be open to inspection and in- VIVID GREEN HAT FOR TOURIST. confidence that he will be coMpletely
vestigation by any citizen, and elotli
exonerated.
be regularly' audited and the results King Edward Style Adopted By Iii'published by an independent acThere Is no righteousness without
turning European Travelers.
countant, who shall not be eligible
self-respect.
New York, Oct. 1.-1- Green hate
to re-examine such books, vouchers such as King Edward VII. of England
or accounts twice in suecession.
wore during his recent visit to the con
OLD AGE.
Flighth --We demand a reform in tinent are now the vogue with therethe management of our public elee- turning American tourists. The voy- Comes to Everyone, But Ito' 'isite
mosynary and Penal institutions', to agers on the Baltic and the Camp-aPostponed.
May
the end that they shall be operated by nit whieh arrived here last week reproper joiced in the nen fashion, and several
boards, upon
bipartisan
Old age is not a question of years.
business principles, and their inmates completed the calor scheme by wearSome men are old at 40, others are
treated humanely.
ing ties and scarfs of the same ehade. young at GO,
Ninth—We favor the enactment
It Is declared that the fashion it,
It's a mighty hard proposition to
and enforcement of a uniform local spreading over Europe, and the men look young, no matter how young you
option law, with the county as the travelers count their trip incomplete feel if your hair is falling out and
,
governing unit.
unless; they have such hats. The head- your head becoming bald.
Tenth—We demand that the public gear is shaped on the Alpine model
Perhaps you are tired trying Inefschools of tile state shall be taken and looks not unlike some of the fectual remedies for this evil.
We don't blame you if you are.
and kept entirely out of politicea and ffictitresque creations seen in the TyWhy not try an effective one for a
that the interests and welfare of the rol. The ribbon of green which adorns
children shall have first consideration it isewide and ends in a fluffy flour- change.
ish.
Newbro's lierpicide kills the DandIn all public school matters.
ruff germ—which is the cause of the
We Call for better schools and
Teamsters Organize.
whole trouble.
school „houses, for longer school
Grganizetion of a teamsters' uniorl
"Destroy the cause you remove the
terms in the country, and better pay
•
for the teachers, and'the election* for!has beeet effected in Padtreah.• The effete."
Sold by leading druggists. Two
school trustees be had on different union starts off with 32 members and
application for a charter has been sizes. 50c and $1.00. Send 10c, in
days from other elections.
Eleventh --We' favor amendments made. The meeting was held: in Hod stamps for sample to The Herplelde
to etate laws permitting and en- Carriers hail and only temporssy of- Co., Detroit, Micla. W. B. McPherson,
BMW Agent
warning Mat nominations of tieipeers were selected,

Platform of the Republican Party

(t)

THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of ties
home, that covers- every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its cuntributions center in the houre. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
praelical suggestions for the housewife.
11IE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-settled. Its dominant
wee is the tette of(Ttirniern and hopefulness. Erern enter to cover, it is pleasant.
entertaining, chartrahe and replete with valuable Mfermation.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American ad interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOW MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by aen and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the departmert of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Close contributes a great series on lieu* furniture snaking.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

New Master Mechanic for 1111
nois Central shops,

SOLOMON,

•

For all the Family Circle

ZVI

Letter Addressed to Him as "Personal- Reached °Mee as Forerunner
of Official.

PAGE THREE

For Everybody in the Home

The Splendid New
Seeks!.St`ury

Satan Sanderson

Author of Ileurit COUrailteeell
and The Cutaways
Magnificently Illustrated by
A. It WENZELL

TEN CENTS A COPY

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

Short Stork%
A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS
AMOMS THE MAR IMENTS IN 1HE HOME WNW-ENE
ARE rat FoLLowv.G
COOKERY
to art which

requires moat studious and diiigent applicati .n to he known at its !est. Many
r.cipts, accompanied by supe,ow illustrations.
e.).ble
t• sti,'e constant sarimy and
cliarrn to the home table.
Marian Harland, the greatest living authurhy, condu.ts this department.

_

HOUSROCILDIMG
This - devvi intent constantly reflects the beat
Ideas and •evericncc of the whole country in
- budding • coinfoitable, artistic. yet moderatepriced homes.

ruurrair AHD TIM KENNEL
Piectical and hello: itcpartments.
'
- Miller'
l's .s, editor of Poultry, es one of the
contidsUt Cs.
olustratious
complete
de-seigniors carefully sch.ted to and
give sutscriber• advance aftiles, pra.tical itpd correct.
Our pattern drpaiiiinnt reh.lcrs
pronspt and
satofactory
est.,- at a minimum cost.
EMBR()ILMRY AND NEEDLEWORK
I tett> .,, ct
I it rites that
even very busy
. n
•ii. I) aoc.,onsilisti.
The sari-
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all

Genuinely helpful. uith timely suggestions of
Intense practical valise. Mural decoration. rues,
furniture, and the torrect arrangement of r.te-

FLoRicanitz OR LANDSCAPE
GARDENIPIG
In valuable f,r there lovers of nature who
would make thi ir lime grounds attractne and
beautiful. Helpful to the amateur tloi 1st and
istereating to every use.

By ,the best writers in the country appearin es ery issue. Brielit,
clever, entertaining.. full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.

Illustrations

PRACTICAL FAS/DONS
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iaTtaioa DOCORATION

HOMUctitts'G
C nirriagement of • home from cellar to
garret, with some mention of the thoireand and
ruse laborsaving ilesicrs now being manufaolured for the convenience of the tonne maker.
whether the home be ot two or twenty rtaurna.
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A series of articles deiiiieg it,
the most intimate, Janel
end
personal way with the hotne a:
family life of Secretary
Vice-President Eairbaro,
Speaker Cannon, Senator K
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.

MAGAZINE

rum, with a special view to convenience and
comfort.

Chi)l'i©M

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates

cheHONE

Setae Sanderson is the true
embodiment ef the requisites
unit make a really great story.
It gives the reader a k.ok into
a little world of acten where all
of the emotious that make or
mar life--and lives --are set in
swiit,exc Meg play---one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession,and
a %kid µmoraine of intrigue,
mystery,love and strange .id % ellcuring kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant tit colorinl,picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,with stirring climax,Saten
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Hanle Ertninie Rives
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,,urtF4tift that appeals to
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articles on the care of the
eyes, nose, teeth and Cara.
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moth ,pecial

All the departments are fully
illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
Hoax MAGAZINE, either in
color or hteek and white, are
!toward Chandler Christy. Harrison lairffier, A. B. Wensell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Etrehan Jay liambidge,
etc.. etc. •

MAINLY ABOUT,PEOPLE

- - --- in paragrnphs of Amer.
illustrated with por-

kin men .n.1 uon.sn.

traits.

V11113 AND INTERVIEWS
What niers •nd i nit of many vocations
thichstad, and saying, on the questions of

day.
SERIALS

Robin-Merrill
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Til TIMETABLE GARBOI
Seasvnatxle artk-les dealing with g-arriroinei on
S town ,-; city lot. What to Iv o.
to
grow it. i alga with gtwid ideas.. I[loan ated.
THE HORSE AND TILE STABLE
Illuottated articles by 'alloy/N.04rd author.
hits.

THE GINGER LAR
.1, '
,orb ,,, king. cheerful, smile-making.
rvhilarsto.g ,ollection ut vagrant bits of wit
and hua.or. both young and old.
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This splendid magazine will ,
be given to The Sun readers
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the most popular s.“

rWa of America, appear as serials before Simon
;iltdicatiou in book.form.
THE CROleeST SHORT STOlUia
Itootioi• .tories. love stories and stnr:i,
if
adven tu re- -clean, wholesome,
lots? viol;
rI
t
and lot. 1,1 them, will
appear in ,'s cry n onitstc.
hi.•1,1,
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. THIS MAGAZINE
JS one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
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Governor Bradley at Princee ed number of guests and ample ate thousand if site goes to work to do it
tiv tabucab %un. oftonformer
was upt touched Upon; but every commodations were provided for 4111.1
Kentucky Is lining up for three

4 460..01
aleaciar
passion and prejupossible
Lodge
Nleettag
chord
of
Night.
Last
thousand
gain
the
during
1947,
and
tILANOuP4 AND WEILIWI
dice, pride, lust, hate and hope were
The regular weekly meeting of Pa- motto IS, "On to the fifteen-thousand
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. played upon in behalf of nhe city and ducah lodge. Knights of eythiai. was membership mark." wel she get
legislative ticket.
held at the K. of P. hall. corner Fifth there? We are not doubting It in the
thit'ORPORATED
F
FISHER.. Preeld at.
Taking the open appea: in Paducah sl:V(si SIDI Broadway, at , s o'clock least
Z. PAXToN. General Maii.uter
In connection- with the repudiation ot last eight.
Showing of fourteen states as tomnotated at the postothce at Paducah. the Louisville platform at Mayfield'
The room was literally packed and 4 piled from the supreme lodge recKY.. as second class matter.
yesterday. afternoon, one can form a'jammed with members, both
local ords:
satessemieTion RAT.
picture of the governor's mind, as he and visitors, but they were well hand-I States
- auszrurerr
19.01
Gain
19:J6
',7^. •
censIders the situation in Kentucky. led.
THE DAILY SITa
Alabama ... 8,221 10.541 2,320
Sy (farrier, per week
IS
Governor Ileckhani carried the ru I After the regular business
had Florida .... 3,e96
Sy mall, per month In advance... .26
6,691 1,911
is, saga, per year, In a4vancs....11.60 rat counties of Kentucky on a local been transacted the meeting was open Arkansas ... 5,222
6.815 1.593
Tug vwEgitLY Sul
option platform at the state primary,lunder "good of the order." Speeches
Georgia ..
7,76,2 13,024 5,272
Per year, by mail. postage paid-1140
Louisville
with
city ,were made by several of
He fell out
the
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
the moat Kentucky ... 6,785 12,029 6,224
machine; but was overneed by the prominent
piece, 116 South Third.
Phone 26S
visitors, all of whom were Louisiana ... 6,435
7,5.58 1,123
Hager and Hines Influence in the
Acui 33 years old, height
Payne & Young. Chicago and New state committee, and Owen Tyler was loud in their praise of the looal lodge Maryland ... 7.479 14),233 2,754
and its methods in caring for the Mississippi .. 6,282
York. representatives.
9,285 3,003
invites, weight 42 pounds
36
nominated
mayor
of
LoiesvIlle
for
by
• 7,984 2,948
THE :-11'N can be found at the follow- the city machine. Tyler declared. for representatives in attendance. The N. Carolina . 5,0.38
speech of Supreme
Representative S. Carolina .. 6,146 10,829 4,784
ing pl.. es
a wide open town and a "lidless"
Woman 30 Near old, height
R I) chments & Co
Quinby, of Dayton, was especially Tennessee .. 9,496 11,e4.3 2,357
Van ('uilt, Bros.
Sabbath. The Cincinnati Enquirer,
appreciated.
Palmer llouue.
35
inches, weight 40 pounds
Texas
18,368 23,5e7 5,219
under a Louisville date, said Tyler
John Wilhelm.
During the love feast the reception Vjjaginia
638
5,74.0
5,1e2
was }lager's candidate for mayor.
The repute in which IO leas candida- committee supplied all with cigars M. Virgintia . 9,457 12,430 2,973
„,„<l
ouARAio
cy is held is indicated by the precipi- and the smoker was enjoyed for nmtr<UNIOr4*
LABEL)
-Totals . 105,06 147,865 42.199
tancy with which Auditor Hager has- ly an hour.
es...s&abiderx
At the conchmion, to which It was
tened to declare that he had nothing
hard for the presiding officer
to
to do with Tyler's nomination.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1.
Ye.terday
afternoon
Governor bring the smoker, the conference of
Beckham said at Mayfield, in charg- third rank was taken up.
Under direction of the local lodge's
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
ing that Mr. Willson is not for a dosed Sunday, "The better element of master of work, A. E. Stein, a volunSeptember-- I DO:.
Kentucky citizenship is in favor of teer degree team was organized, comstrict Sabbath observance. I can not posed of members from all parts of WILL BEGIN INDOOR MEETI et, IT
130 BROADWAY.
3910 see how any man can expect to ap- the state. The work, which was in
Is:
1897
2
3895 peal to the better class of voters with- the amplified form, was splendid
3908
17
3
considering the fact that members
3893 out favoring a closed Sunday."
18
3874
4
3895
This is as much as to say that did not have any advantage of a re38e0
a
19
The Salvation Army will begin in3905 Owen Tyler, of Louisville, is not ap- hearsal. The conferring of the rank
3899
20
6
3898 pealing to the best citizenship of proved a most Interesting featura door meetings at their hall, 130
7
3922
21
3900 Kentucky, and that Governor Beck- and brought forth much commenda- Broadway, this evening at 8 o'clock.
3913
23
9
The hall has ' been renovated and
3907 ham has nothing to do with the Louis- tion.
10
24
3902
3902 yule ticket.
After the degree had been. con- suitably furnished, making it attrac3895
25.
11
tive and comfortable. A piano will
3900
3905
12
26
alarefest:y Auditor Hager
and ferred, the meeting adjourned.
"converted rag tete" to the meetadd
3900
13
27
Pythlanitun In the South.
3937
Governor Beckham believe that Owen
ings and there will be much vocal
3899 Tyler
14
3932
28
The appended table has been prebe defeated for mayor of
3889 Louisville. They must know that the pared by G. K. of R. and S. J. W and instrumental music at all the ser30
....
vices. Tonight the hall will be open/mope. of bou:evil:e are interested in Carter, for the purpose of showing to
97,548 the city election more than they are the Kentucky Knights of Pythias the ed with a nal hot "blood and fire" free
Total
Average for Septesnber, 1907..3.902 In the state election. Some men, fear- growth of the Order in the past five and-easy led by Mrs. bleaker. There
will be some special services all week.
Average for September, 1906...3,939 ing to lose their vote, will not scratch y.ars in the soutbiand. Kentu,
ky
Personally appeared before me. this the ticket, and unless some powerful has done its share of this great work Thursday night-Major Win. Escottahe
:
October 1, 1907, R. D. Macalillen, imptese prompts them, good citizens and can rightly be proud of the re,.'- divisional officer for Kentucky
the meeeng.
business manager of The Sun, who of Louisville, desiring to vote down ord. Five years ago the entire south Tennessee will lead
afilrms that the above statement of the iniquitoss Democratic machineawas way behind the procession, with Major Escott is a versatile musician
the circulation of The Sun for the will vote the straight Republican the exception of the great state of and a magnetic speaker.
A children's chorus will he organmonth of September. 1907. is true to ticket.
Texas. An awakening came, and it
ized also, to help in elle indoor meetthe best of his knowledge and belief.
It is noticeable that In Paducah, has been the boast of Kentucky that
ings.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
the extrelne statement, regarding the the pace was set by its progressive
Captain Meeker will give a chalkMy commission expres January 22, attitude of the "best citizenship," movements. The results go
to prove talk on Friday 'night on "Fools,
1908.
which the governor expressed at May- the contention, and our brothers of
Rule& and Tools."
field, was not repeated. Such state- other states are put on their guard
These meetings are open to the
ments are for the dry counties, where that they do not want Kentucky to
Daily Thought.
public and. all are invited.
the
governor
rolled
up big majority out-distance them. A resume of our
Doing his best at each moment is
all there is of life.-Lillan Whiting. a year ago. In Louisville the "open own affairs for a moment shaws us
Where To Ressister.
town'' platform is adopted by the lo tat the end of the year 1901 with
Butleas-R, S. Barnet's old stand,
cal Democracy. In Paducah and Mc- 1 6,785 members, and at the close of
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Cracken county, the Democratic tick-11906 the number was 12.029, a gain Clements street.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will- et was not picked out to appeal
S. S. Fire Station-Fourth and
to of 5,244 and a percentage gain of
son, of Louisville.
that "better element of citizenship" 87% per cent. During
Elisabeth.
the year 1996
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H. to which Governor Beckham referred we went out to break
Schmidt's- Bliley's drug store.
our record for
Taney's- 1807 Tennessee,
at Mayfield. It looks as if the Demo- the institution of new
Vox. of Mason county.
lodges, and
Kirkpatrick's- Tenth and WashAttorney
General-James cratic state machine was hoping to with a net increase of twenty lodges
For
get an even break in the cities by
Breathitt, of Christlaa county.
for the year. we succeeded in our pur- ington.
Diesel's-Tenth and Jots-s.
appealing to local conditions, ana
pose, and not only did that, but had
For Auditor-Frank la James, of
Rogers'-Twelfth and Broadway.
roll up a majority In the dry counties;
to our credit three more new lodges
Mercer county.
Savage's-329 North Sixteenth,
but the appeal for a bigger majority
than
Grand
any
Domain
In the counFor Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far- in the First district Is taxing the re-ary.
Henneberger's - Tenth, betweee
Alabama lined up with sevenley. of McCracken county.
Harrison and Clay.
sources of a Democracy that is alteen, while our number was twenty.
Plow Factory -Sixth and Trimble.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben ready in rebellion against the very
We have a great deal to be proud of
Galimall's-1098 North Twelfth.
bake
who
ask
so
much, especially in
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
this showing, and as we are going
Berry's-Third and Harrison.
For Superintendent of Public In- since the First district is neglected at to keep In litre with the progressive
Warehouse-120 Broadway.
the state pie counter.
struction-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
things,' we are going to tell of it.
Glanbers-Third and Washington
County.
The order universal has now 671,Chalk's-1025 South Vert!.
Who cares who wino the pennant, 1611
members, ard has increased
For Ciammissioner of Agriculture
N. S. Court House --At Court
anyway? What effect will the new
131,624 members in the five-year House.
-N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
ru:es have on mass plays!
period from 1901 to 1996, the perFor Clerk of Court of Appeals
S. S. Court House, No, 1.- At
centage of gain being about 22% per Court House.
Napier Adams. of Pulaski county.
cent. Theefourteen southern states
S. S. Court House, No. 2-At
For Legislature-George 0. Mchave increased from 105.666 to 147,- Court House,
Broom.
865, making a net gain of 42,199, or
Mayor
James P. Smith
about 44) per cent and one-third of the
President Roosevelt
City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin
fifty-four domains. A grand domain Will arrive In Cairo 9 o'clock
a. m..
City Treasurer
teat less than ten thougand members October 3, accompanied by a fleet
John J. Dorian
of
has
two
supreme
representatives, and 12 steamers in marine parade.
City Clerk
(Continued from First page.)
George Lehnhard
each additional ten thousand and
The Paducah and Cairo Packet Co.
City Jailer
George Andrecht
VT;
City Tax Assessor....liarlan Griffith by the policy of succeeeion in office fraction thereof mettles It to an *deli- wiil have steamer Dick Fowler leav4s. t
•
tional representative. Alabama, Geor- ing Paducah Weinesday, 5 p. m. and
Aldermen-T. C. Leech
Harry R. in vogue in the order.
gia, Kentucky, Maryland,SoutIrCaro- steamer Dunbar Wednesday, 11 p. m.
The
contest
for
g..and
outer
guard
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C
Tt.nnessee and West Virginia In- Fare one dollar round trip. All tickets
'• ,.11 4,1
ie naturally always spirit-el but usuChamblin, W. T. Miller.
ally goes to some member of the or- creased from two to three represen- good returning on steamer Dunbar,
Councilmen- Second vier& A. E.
der In-the city in which the grand tatives during this year, and; perhaps leaving Cairo Thursday, II p. m. For
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Melodge meeting is held, though it is North Carolina will increase to ten further particulars telephone 33, or
see
ter; Fourth ward, F, S. Johnston: not always the
GIVEN FOWLER, Agent,
ease.
•
Fifth ward, Frank Ma)er, Sixth
Paducah Has Candidate.
ward, W. L Bower.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO:WAIT
The Pasiudih lodge has -sele.:ted
School Trustees-First ward, W. M. Mr. Al E. Young as its
livery dose makes you feelbetter. Lae-Fos
candidate for
keeps your Whi,le
I CSideS HEM
Sold on the
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; grand outer guard and a strong fight
tnoney.back plan everywnere. Price SO cents.
Third
ward, It. S. Wells and will be made in his behalf. There
J. H. Garrisop; Fourth ward, are several other promiective candiThe Evening (41113-....10e. 3 week.
Dr. C. G.-Warner and C. Ge_Kelly: dates notably Editor George C. CarFifth war& I. 0. Walker; Sixth ter, of the Kentuckian Pyttilan. and
Jr Is expected that the final contest
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
tr711 be between the two,
Mr. Young's friends have issued a
"I have been attending grand lodge eard stating
• eee__
•
the claims of their calla the Knights of Pythias sixteen didate.
years, but I never before witnessed
The card is as follows:
hospitality the equal of this." said
Paciteah is the fourth city In the
„00011111nn
Delegate W. C. -Quinby, at the !fleestate--the metropolis of
western
ing last night. And let us add, Mr.
We wish to give those readers
Kentucky. Paducah No, 26 Is one
Quinby and your brother delegates:
of The Sun who are not our cusof the largest lodges in the state.
No one was ever more welcome in Pabrvught (mt only a small ripple of
lie act-used the president of taking
tomers some good reasons why
and this in spite of being practically
ducah than you are.
appInnee, and when the candidate for up Democratic ideas
they should come te our store
and made the
holated--awa from centers of-P - th ;repreeenta-tive was referred to, Mr. assertion that he' believed
am Drugs, Medicines and SunIan influence. West of Hopkinevible
that
The Swedish Yacht club has cha 7Corbett, who presided over the meet- Roosevelt was really a
no one prominent in Pythian circles
good
dries.
Demotermed to race for the American cup
ing, led in the hand clapping and was crat, anywey. Mr.
This new style, for young•
has eVer lived. Paducah and western
James eeereeeed
Mr. Huxley said that MAN'S
The Swedes will find that sup is about
joined
by
some
(Concluded
two or three of the the opinion that the next
from First Page.)
men, is the most exclusive
Retain-kr-asks for recognition. Recongress,
ABILITY TO BEASON dIstinas. hard to lift as the north pole.
audience.
fearing Japan, will vote to dispose
shown thie season, and we are
ceotly some new lodges have been in:Wetted
him
from
monkey.
the
o
of the Philippine islands.
were In waiting and a
the only store . in Paducah
011ie James.
promeetion
--President Roosevelt is starting on stituted in neigliboeing towns, and
These.ad ve rtisemen ts are not
Like
Although -the whole trend of hie
featuring it. heided by a brass band marched to
Governor
the
future
is
Beckham, Mr.
bright
with
proepects.
a tour through that section of the
written for monkeys to read, nor
speech was on the defensive, Gover- James made an attempt to
the Palmer House.
stir up
country, where they rear thorough- But we want to feel that we are inare they written by tni,nkeysIt comes in the
At 8 o'clock the speaking begun nor Beckham left fror Mr. Jemes the race hatred. Eepecially Wag it tlbW
popular
bred American citizens. the Mississip- reality a" part of the great Pythian
no "monkey business goes" at
task
Case
of
ma
sking
when
reply to tile charges
body. Padimata candidate is Al E
referring to local issues.
shades of blues, browns, grays,
front the platform on the Kentucky
pi valley. '
our store, arid this Is
Young.
and fancy mixed patterns; the
avenue side of the old Longfellow directly brought against his admire Closing h-is speech in an oratorical
istratIon by Mr. Willson, Capt. Ed outburst, the speaker paid a
coat is three inches longer in
stuprenie Representative.
school building.
glowing
CONFESSES WEAKNESS.
Reason Number One
Farley and Dr. Bruner.
tribute to William J. Bryan and
The race for supreme representafront than In the back giving
Whatever may have been the efeaEGovernor Beckham.
Congressman
James was introduc- ed upon the Democrats to carry
lithe dip effect, and the seams
fect on partisan hearers last night of tive Is confined to past grand chancelthe
Why you should let v8 fill your
Governor
Beckham
was
introduced ed by Eugene Gravme and in hie own state this yx..ar as an
in the coat are the open welt
the plea of Governor Beckham for lors and a lively fight is always made
encouragement
doctor's prescriptionsand supply
by Hal Corbett and although
the
vigorous
and
to
their
humorous
-a
way
soon
leader.
very
for
the
swagger
place. The candidates aneffect-and
their support of the ticket, no fairyou with drug store goods
governor !woke abont 30
minutes, amused 1101114. enthusiasm in the
Mr. James was frequently
very new. Priced $15.00 up.
Minded man can consider it otherwise, flounced are W. C. Quinby, of Lexapplaudgiving a synopsis of hiesdaect, those crowd that had listened,
Our preseriptIonists and salesThere are more new things in
aimoset silent- ed by his hearers and theoughout the
s than as a confession of weakness. Itsgion, the supreme representative
of the audience who beard ais speech- ly to the governor's address.
men are careful and courteous
hats,
meeting
shirts,
After
it
whose
was
term
neckwear,
expLres
plainly
this year, and
and
With frankness that was almost
evident that
es before the primary awl shave fol- a brief', reference 'to
and our. increasing success behosiery then you eye' in Most
local -affairs. he was pereoratliy popular with
*tenting, the governor, afjer describ- wtto Mande for re-election, J. W
the
lowed
the
newspaper
accounts
of
his
speaks
during
Other
which
Mores,
competence.
their
he poured forth a ti- crowd.
drop in and see them. 1
ing the iniquities of Republican rule. Pryor, of Lexington, F-.--G. gram of
spc*ches
In
the
present
carnaaigm rede of abuse and Introduced the ram
good reasons will he given later.
The speecthea last night. were
said that conditions much resemble Winchester. and W. F. Sch erman
final
eerily recognized an old acqueint- question. Kr. James
then drifted oft ones in the governcrra.
those existing prior to Bradley's elec- of Carrollton.
itinerary In
mice.
into
discussion
a
of
the
national
issues.
First district, and the party
The large attendarwe at the grand
tion, and declared Republican tam.
left
The governor, without reference giving account of his
!
service
Ras, meetzing fur-. -Louisville.
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to the immense war claims collected greet During the course
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THESE.little people will be on exhibi-

tion in our storp all this week. This
is their second appearance in our store,
'having been on exhibition about a year
ago. In this engagement with us they
Will twice daily give concerts, the little
woman being quite a musician. These
little people are in themselves very wonderful, having traveled the world over,
and their exceptionally bright minds
enable. them to converse most entertainingly on any subject you might care to
talk of.
Quite a few people missed seeing them
last year and now, as we have secured
their second engagement, we want everybody to pay them a visit, especially the
children, as it was for their interest especially we brought them here.
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Fifth stroat, has
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
veldt at Clinton.
Wilkins went tot'rinceT-rdi-rdr
4 tonMr.thisRob
morning on business.

.1c11,91tillip.1 44 go.

IN T111 COURTS

AMP.

Mies Ella Thompson lee this ii:oru
Police Court.
lug for Providence to via: rohitit es
Mrs. Prentice, who resides on the
Mr. Patrick Hellos-an it-tarried to end of North Fourth etreet near
Cedar Bluff this morning Later a bud- Riverside hospital, was pressented in
ness trip to the city.
police court this morneng, charged
Mrs. M. D. Campbell returned yes- vAth conducting a disorderly how-,
. and costs ie
terday from Wing* aftto a visit to aial was fined W,
eondite.
friends and relatives.
Judgment suspended on
Mist, Mildred Carapbt.11 %vent to that :Me leave the city at once.
etelettight-Sears Wedding in
Other eases: Gene Caldwell, colorLouisiana.
Mayfield this afternoon to viv,ii.
The marriage of Mr. Fred McAttorney Cecil Reed went to Ben- ed, malicious assault, continued; Bob
Knight. formerly of Paducah, to Miss ton this morning ou erefeseional 'Tidwell, breach of peace, continued:
Ernestine Sears, of Belleville, 1.A.. business.
Illud Caldwell, colored. breach of the
took place this morning at 7:30i Mr. R. D. Happy, of Mayfield, ag- peacre,.continued: Frank Rice, breaoh
o'clock at the home of the bride's
the peace, $10 and costs, and GolCreel-lrived this morning.
adopted parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carr ,Turner. of Jefferson die Jones and Lenhard Joneee eonman, at Belleville. It was a quiet cer-. boulevard, is the guest of Mrs. Julia tinued.
i
emouy with only the family and inta l pathem. at Fulton.
!
mate friends present. The couple left.
, Deeds Filed.
J. E. %Villitigharn anti wife have reimme.liatels for Nee Orleans on their turnedto Padtmesh after a visit to
John C. Alexander, et al., to C. W
welding trip.
!Mr. Wiltlingham's father. J. T. Will- Clark:property' in the county, $20, ,
Mr. McKnight is a popular Paducah
Sallie I.. Gerstner to Nellie Gardsoutheast of Mayfield.
young man, the oldest son of Mr.
Mire Mary Catton. of Mayfield ner, properly on Harrison street, $t
John W. McKnIght. He Is now en- came to Paducah Sunday to visit her and other censideratioris.
I
i
gaged in the lumber usbirrtiedse
with'aibter, Mrs. Alien Ferrell.
s imaa
location at Belleville. Hbbi
I
Liquor License.
Mr. Thad- Ferrell and family have
attractive girl, the adopted daughter
The liquor license of Pell & Simon
returned to Mayfield.
of Mr. Creelman, a wealthy Louisiana
Mr. .1. H. Lynn, of Memphis, was was transferred to Allen aud Cantle
lumber man.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. V. bell and location changed to 1 116
Green at Cochrau apartments, yeti- South Third street.
Pleiteent Event.
terday.
The birthday party given by Mr.
Marriage Licensee.
Mr. Carl L. Faust has returned
Hardy Rein, September 27. at his
John L. Wrather to Susan C. Ore
from attending state fair at, Nashhome on Twenty-seventh and Tenburn.
nessee streets, was most enjoyable.
Mr. J. K. Fleshes has returned
Those present were: elisses !Aura
from Nashville, Tenn.. where he at
Belie Prince, Verna Belle St. John.
the state fair and hutuv cornStella Riggs, Ethel HuMne, Luvinia tended
Lunn. Carrie,illgHeulschmann, Daisy
Brandon, formerly of
Newman, Fannie Newman, Bonnie! Mr. George
die city toLynn Prince, Susie McIntosh, MaelPaduesh, passed .through
front
McIntosh, Bertha McIntosh. Eu:a:daY en routn to Pansona. Cul..
FIGURES DON'T TALLY Ivlet i
Acree. Ethel Acres, lia Roush, Nan-;Benton. Accompanied by his daugh• IN TAX sUlTs.
nie Graves, Cinthy Rollison, Ruth tens, Misses Marie and Lora Breathitt
lean/anew:1y
reside
doubtless
will
lie
Burton, Mettle Rein. Nora Rein and
Mrs. Annie Loewe and Messrs. Les_ in Parnona on account. et ill health,

(taunt Social.
The North Twelfth Street Baptist
Mission Sunday school will have a
free will social at the residence of
Aira• -101111 S. Cheek on Notth Sixth
street. tonight at 7:30 o'clock. .4
pleasant evening is assured.

%Wes' and Vkildren'J Coats or Voaks
adie.:1' Atria, Jilk or 'Cloth.
HE most comprehensive

T

and range of pr.ices ever

lot

assortment
presented

to you in clothes of quality, style and fit.

FLOUR IS ASCENDING

it LOCAL NEWS

-1-r-r-ret

-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. foyer reeldence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 400 141
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Go on the J. S. Moonlight October 2.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just received. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
• -Beat arol cheapest. we rent buggies, carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
419 Jefferson street.
--Ruy your flower pots from Hank
& Davis. Wo deliver them.
-Get some of the beautiful new
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gunboat Paducah at R. D. Clements &

AS WHEAT ADVANCES

Folowing the high pri7se of wheat
at, advance in flour has been made
on the local market which ranges
from 75 cents to $1.25 on .the barrel
acconlieg to the grade. Straight run
Hour whieh was selling at wholesaale
two weeks ago at $3.eit per barrel is
now- $4 511, while an ativance of 95
eclat; per barrel has been made on
patents.
Wholesalers say that the
market is unsteady mad the end of
the high prices of the staple is not
yet in sight. Farmers are already
revolving one dollar per bushel for
their wheel and it la freely predicted
get
will
that before %inter they
$1.25.
The price of meal has naturally
followed the price of flour and increase has been made in. the last
days of from 62 to 7e cents per
bushel on the product. Meat prices
are strong:though there has been no
sensational increase en price. Prices
on food prociu7ts generally, however,
are on ttse increase.

HURRIED WORK

NOW'S THE TIME
To Make Oood for
Winter,Eggs

Feed Well
During the molt and bring the
hens through early and quick
with the right food and Biddy
will sure lay.

The Stein necsch Hen
Scratch Food Has
-11 per cent

Protein not less than
Fat
Carbohydrates

- 1 per cent
110 per cent
9 per cent

Crude fibre

HART SELLS YOU

AT

1 OOs
$1.55PerPound
This finest (If fuocis.

•

AT

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

lie Alexander. John Fowler, -Joe of Mies' IdtraDemocritt it
Agent and
Auditor's
Incorporate
Mrs. Samuel H. P:ies left today for
Webb, %Vatter Gilliam. Charles Hur-I
Worker Takes a Shot Ill *Mille*
Icy, Lewis McIntosh, Harris Carnell,,Seattle, Wash., to make her home
I'. S11111111.
- 16er.1111r11,621121811111111111111111MINMEla
. --2
Mark Davis, Alvia Phelps, Enetyleith her daughter, Mrs. William A.
Withers, J. C. Pace, Jesae.Eminoser.IYandell. Mrs. J, E. Baker ilecompaJohn Halite, Pat Baker, Herman Ha-lnied her as far as St. Louis.
tottag,...
FOR RENTRING 9..1, Ned itaien Baggage Co.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. • Martin and
'Here's an ither ruse of Democrats
den, George Sills, Basal Dickie, Josid
No. 520 Adams street. Modern con236L
ring
-wood
KINDLING
FOR
their
to
returned
Ceci.iErs. E. A. Yost
to gain disfavor for James P. Smith
McIntosh, Ernest
Averitt,
veniences. Apply on premises.
--ilITCHELL:S for high-grade bicySchaffer, Wallace McAlister and Jease home at Greenville today after visit- Republienn candidate for mayor:
W ANTE Dar 7e boys 14 years or
ing Mr. W. A. Martin for a week.
Lagore.
Cheri( e W. t:mery, whe is‘revenue cles, 326-328 South Third street.
.
over; 2; laborers call at factory of
A
ey
her,aaaal
to
returned
Mullin
Mrs.
Belle
Mr. Rein received several presents
apitointment from the state
FOR heating sod stovewood ring Paducah Glass Co., on Meyers St.
-The time is October 2, the place
and every one reported a nice time.lhome at Elkton today after visiting auditor, and who
a leading Demo- 437 F. Levin.
the steamer J. S. and the event the
%%ANTED-To buy good secondher brother, John Moore, of Goebel cratic worker in Paducah, filed three
FOR RENT-Apartment In 603 hand two-horse wagon. Phone W. E.
moonlight.
avenue.
Education
of
Meet.
Aro
Department
suits in county court today, which by North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
a,
-City subscribers to the Daily GLASS PLANT STRIKE
-Downing, Old phone 344-5.
Miss Loyie Kenney, of Maliaeld, ar- every Indication were gotten up so
The educational department of the
Sun who wish the delivery of their
-OisTe vinegar 3years FOR SALE- First class grocery.
-FoR -LCURE-a
e
E111.1
as
t
via
to
ay
to
rived
Woman's club, Mrs. Henry t. Overtally
LAST
AT
not
SETTLED
IS
that
do
hurriedly
figures
die
papers stopped must notify oar colbey, chairman, win meet Wednesday , Mrs. J. R. Stewart, of tins Oak. against James P. Smith, his father's o:d, Bichon Bros., Stall 31, Market. Cheap for crush and quick sale. Adlectors or make the requests direct
phone dregs P. care Sun.
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Wom- and Mrs. J. P. Scott. of 439 South estate and the firm of %tidal he is
old
Wotel),
FOR Dkx
'
to The Sun office. No attention will
an's club house. All the members are Fifth street, left today for Barlow tn the head.
W- HEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad2361.
The s-uits follow;
Through the earnest solicitation of requested to be present as the meeting vita friends.
be paid to such orders when given
1
Clemmonweeeth of Kentucky. by
RENT-4-room house, Clay dles or repair at the Paducah Harness
FOR
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Greene
and Saddle Co., you are getting the
captain Ed Farley, %V. P. Hummel, is one of especial Importance.
to carriers. Sun Putilishing Co.
C. W. Emery. revenue agent, against street near Sixteenth. Hank- Bros.
and Mrs. W. S. Mason. of Mayfield. James P.
-Place your oeiers for wedding George C. Thompson and many other
Smith. tor the collection of newFOR STOVE WOOD phone 1300, best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
arrived at noon to attend the seesions .6 _5
Enjoyable Birthday Pany.
a. k taxes on
or our y ears
Invitations at home. The Sun is prominent business men the trouble
WANTED - Spoke turners for
phone. Robert Shell.
of the grand :edge of the Knights of •
the
eetwees
management
of
glass
the
as
5nd
Mr.
of
assortment
Will
sou
the
()Bryan,
,dianiondis valued at 51.00o; an auto- a*
showing as great
and West Chester lathes, at
Egan
Apply
catchier.
'
. --WANtEb-- 1AY
Plant and the glass blowers has been Mrs. J. D. O'Bryan, 1519 Bridge,Pythias.
mobile end carriege valued at ;le
Miss. Apply at Hoopes
ycu will find anywhere, at prices
Jackson,
and
S. _R. Isae, Great Southern Tea
Mr. B. W. Reynolds arrived from
amicably settled and the men will re- sheet, entertained a nuiteaer of his
piano, Seeel. can, money. $2.much lower than you will have to
& Darlington, Inc., West
Second.
Brothers
''''
meetS.
111
the
Cu,.
attend
to
noon
at
Mayfield
turn to. work tomorrow morning, A friends most pleasantly last evening
:eel aggregating $5,4iiiii.
pay elsewhere.
line of Jackson, Miss.
finest
e-The
Sel.E
wage scale has been agreed upon that at his home In celebration of leis trig of the Knights of Pythirte.
FOR
'
3
C(‘Ine
t
fixesaa
lie
each
for
lairvaluation
-Flower pote sold oy Hank & Da- is acceptable to eoth sides.
Mr. George Beyer. of tee Mayfield- year'staxcity. Hank
WANTED--Situation by an exper•
fourteenth birthday. Games were
Emery's allegations are that stoves and ranges in the
$62:'•
is. Delivered to your home.
Articles of incorporation of the Pa- played and delightful refreshments road, the well known gardener, is ill i Sieith
leneed office man with romp firm
Bros.
personal
title
assent
not
did
and
-Vie.give you better carriage
ducah Glass company were filed this were served. The guests were Misses of malaria.
blacksmith willing to pay good salary for firstWANTED - A good
promerty.
Miss Frances Wallace left today for
better as vicefor the money than morning. Incorporators are H. M. Jessie Boland, Eu'ah Frizell, Zola
Sun.
plaintiff against Will give regular employment. Wm class eervice. Address X. care
2--Same
No.
Snit
....
_
in
the
company
guest of
given by any transfer
Finley, 147 shares; Harry Bridge- Frizzsel. Maud Board. Myrtle Board. Atlanta where she will be
alleged un- Wilkins, Benton. KY.
Smith's
for
R.
J.
eetate
Fairpower
horse
SALE-Six
FOR
merit's. Fine carriages for special man. 15(ashares and A. J. Decker, 3 Kate Daley, Bessie Da:ley, Carrie honor at a houlte party.
pereonal property aggregate --+ROLL TOP desk for sale cheai l
lotions on short notice; also ele- shares The capital stnek is $15.000. Hale, 0:110 Manning, Blanche Angie.
ing $20,0-011, fixing a fair valuation Good as new. Apply to S. A. Hill at condition, will sell cheap. Apply to
where
York
evening
New
last
from
•
Addle Goheen, Mona Angle, Stella
nt livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
a tor taxes at $eell for each of the foar Bun office, or ring old phone 964.
Mitchell, 326 South Third
Rickman, Bettie Goheen, May Pad--Flower pots. any size, delivered,
!years.
music.
in
course
WANTED-Position by first-class street.
special
FOR
BIDS
FOR
CALLS
gett,
Messrs. Ira Sinftb, Charles
In any quantity. M. J. Yopp Seed Co
against
plaintiff
3--Same
No.
suit
phone 253. .
Miss Anita Loulse Keller has re-I
Hall, Herbert
Schlinkard, Dewey
both phones 477.
WANTED-75 boys 14 years or
the firm, for stenographer. New
HEATING COURT HOUSE Schlinkard, Eugene Board, David turned to Monticeleo Seminary-, God-. J. R. Smith & Sons.
man for coliecWANTED-Young
steamer
on
excursion
-Moonlight
25 laborers call at factory of
over,
'
peralleged
4*-Xes
unasseseed
back
year.
cowing
the
for
tor. Call at 2.16 Kentucky agenue.'Paducah Glass Co, on Meyers St.
Yarbro, Toni Griffin. Bob Padgett and trey. III.,
I
J. S. Wednesday, October 2. Leaves
to gonalty for five years back. aggregat. Open nights.
Pearl
today
Miss
left
Riley
Mr.
Rickman,
Mrs.
and
at 8 p. m Fare 50 cents. Music and
fair
Clarksville. Tenn., to take part in ing $1.1.teeti, for which he fixed
I
LOST OR STOLEN-White and.
-- -- ---------- dancing. Best of order maintained.
•
FOR RENT-One large front room brewn spotted bird dog, one year old
valuation of $1,S75 for eiteh year.
Fiscal court yesterday afternoon
given
"The
be
Butterfly
to
Carnival"
-Contracts for lateral sewers in meted for bids for a steam heating Popular Toung People of the county
with bath, furnished or unfurnished ,hair 34 inch long. Finder phone 62t
there on Friday, under the direction
Marry.
district No. 2 will lb* let this after- and lighting plant for the centre
Mitokineville District.
Address K.. this office.
appear
will
ey
.
Miss Ril
Pugh,
Miss
of
Iting 1.
The marriage of Miss Elia May Gibnoon by the board of public works. house and county jail. No mention
Appointments te the Hopkinsville
a
Jet.tere.
took
she
part
the
"Puck
as
FOR SALE-Stock of groceries,,i SATteliDAY Sept. 21. I will open
--Hank & Davis sell flower pots. -of a-water plant was niade. Bids son and Mr. Lee B. Corder, of the when the carnival was presented here district of the Methodist Eli:scope!
fixtures, horse and wagon. Good ioca-i
Phone G90 M and they will send them must be in by October IS, when a county, took place yesterday after- several years ago
my shooting gallery at Rahkopf's old
church as follows:
noon at -t-o'clock at the home of Mrs.
eigeze Hon. Old phone 1543-a.
out.
howls.
presiding
W.
J.
building, 11 1 South Second street, opnight
left
Troutman
last
special meettatt of the board will be Clarence Ballowe, on South
J.
Dr.
S.
Fourth
Metcalfe;
M.
FOR SALE-Pialno, good as new poeite market. Glad to see all our
E.
take a post-graduate Smithland.
held for the purpose of opening Bigm. street. The Rev. T. J. Owen perform- for Chicago
GLACIER 1,418T eNCH011.
Smith:and Circuit. T. B. Hall; Kut- Call at 11e2 South Fourth street. Old old customers. Wrn. Bougeno.
ed the ceremony. They are popular course in melicine.
[
tawa and Glenn's Chapel, E. S. King; phOne 964.
For September Riverside hospital young people of the Riedland section.
--- ---------- Admiral
_
.
_
The Vetoed Accompanying
' CLEANING AND PRESSING neatEddyville. J. L. Kilgore; Dawsonmakes the following report: Pat ienta
Licenses
Issued.
Marriage
Sunday
afternoon
5
at
On
o'clock
RENT--Two houses, 502 and es
FOR
Evans' Elec.( Has elishate
guaranteed.
Cerulean
Ragland:
Satisfaction
done.
I
E.
S.
Springs,
enrol-led first of month. 8, for city 3; the Rev. T. J. Owen at his home,- During September County Clerk
street. All con- Work called for and delivered. One
Washington, Oct. 1.-The supply
, for city 15; treated 6.0, 1010 Harrison street, married Miss Hiram Smedley issued 28 white and Springs. T. S. Cundiff: Crofton. S. A. 506 North Seventh
)
receiced 35
yeses.) Glacier, which is accompany- city 18; discharged 27, for
McKay; Cadiz, R. B. ()rider; Canton veniencies. Six rooms. Phone 254. trial Is all I ask. James Duffy, South
city 11. Ruby Priest and Mr. Henry Williams, 9 colored marriage licenses.
ing Admiral Evans Atlantic battleMission, to be supplied; Grand R:vntakaing at close of month 8, for a popular young couple, of the 1,,one
SHANICOOING, hair dyeing, hair Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
chip fiver. lost an an.-or at Province-' cliy 4. One death in private wards
era, (1,-B. Dockery; lArnasco, W. H.
Oak
comreturned
under
They
scalp treating. manicuring. 462-a.
neighborhood.
dressing,
Obedience
no
is
There
redispatch
a
Duran;
town, aceording to
-Dickerson; Allensviee, P. C.
two deaths in city wards. .
immediately
the
home
after
ceremoMettle
Dawson.
Old phone 2068.
pulsion
today
LOST--2.1.ady's gold watch in en-Elkton and Bell's. D. E: Foskett: Cit.
ceived at the navy department
ny .
Galloway; Trenton, R. M.
graved
guitar
hunting case, with photograPh
B.
J.
and
cult.
WANTED--Mandolin
from Admiral Evan°. The report of
Sent to Reform School,
Wheat; Star Lime Works, W. M. Fri- players. Fine opportunity.
care in back anti attached to leather fob.
di the Glacier's lose led to rumors of'a
Walton Smith, a twelve-year-old
Delphic Club.
Monday evening about 6 nelock.
gate; Salem, B. E. Goodman; Cadix Sun.
eollielon between vessels of Admiral bey, was given 3 years in tho state
The Delphic club held its first
either on Broadway or Third street.
Circuit, B. L. Yates; Elkton Mission.
Evans' fleet, but if anything of this reform school this morning by Carro- meeting for
the season of 1907-19e
WANTED-75 boys 14 years or Return to Hecht & Co. and receive reFrank Baker; Student, R. B. Bencharacter had occurred the admiral ty Judge R. T. Lightfoot for break- this morning at the Carnegie
librar•
25 laborers tall at factory of ward.
over;
to
telegram
nett.
his
said nothing of it In
ing into the basement of the High The study of Egypt was inaugural
Paducah Gems (I.e. on Meyers St.
the department.
DESIRABLE BOARDING HOUSE
<010°1 building and :stealing a foot- with a discussion of: L Pre-Dynast
Notice!
•
In a position to
WE
NOW
ARE
col.
first-class
Brick residence in
ball.
Egypt by Miss Mettle Fowler
The steamer George Cowling will serve any and all kinds of sandwiches dition, three blocks from Broadway,
Brief Synopsis of Historical P,
not. make the regress trips between chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South, is rooms, bath room, both gas ard
Mr. J. W. Helsey returned from a Mrs. George Flournoy, 3. Sourer Paducah and Metropolis on Thursday, Third.
electric fixtures; also, large dining
Information, Chronology. Mrs. J. C.
trip to Graves county today.
October e. 1907. Will ieave Friday
room-specially adapted for a desire
Flournoy.
Cleaneci
and
CLOTHES
pressed.
morning, October 4. at It a. in.
boaraing house. For rent, Apply
able
The election of members to fill vaNATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
All work guarareeed. Solomon. The
E. JS COWLINGD. Smith, 408. etrth Third
"Nature repairs her ravages-sre- cancies in the club declared this mornTailor, 113 South Third street, Phone to John
street.
and ing, was postponed until next week.
pairs them with her sunshine
1016-a.
For Rent.
Mrs. -Caswell Bennett and daughter,
with human labor."
FOR SALE-Just finished four
1.VANTED --Everyone -to- know
Nine room hodse. 90 foltelot. 414
Oeteopathy Is one of Nature's most Miss Virginia Bennett, of Danville,
pantry, tabinet
Smith Tenth. .Motlern conveniences. that the Wilson air tight heater sold room cottage with
used instrumenti in repairing her were guests of honor at the club
only by Hank Bros., will hold fire mantel. Front and back porches. WsA. Rudy.
,
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treat- meeting ibis morning. They will gall
ter in kitchen: On 40 ft. lot. Small
for twenty-four hours.
mentaof headacbes. It locates the pri- this _month for an extended stay
-Teeple in all parts of the city -FOR SALE-Gasoline launch: 6 cash payment: balance in monthly.
When
mary cause and removes it, not in abroad.Estate and Mortmill he inquiring the way to reach horse power. Wadkins engine; full McCracken Real
administering a common known sedgageCo. (Incorporated.)
your street when you advertisee that cabin,y.wF
by
sold
if
n
y
a
eR
w
dh
-ac
o
rs
er
o
r
lf
l
teo
s
o
l
lio
Mr. Frank iRodfus and eon
ative to one and all alike, but by a
Pres. Phone 765. Office 318
property for Rale.
'Sanders.
left today for Chicago and Milwausimple mechanical manipulation.
South Sixth street.
FOR RiniNT-41, modern and attrac-,
So. in digest:ve disorders Osteop- kee on a vleit.
WANTED-For U. S. army: AbletIve flve-room, two.story house. Her- I
Mrs. Edwin Parra anti Mitoses ie
athy restores the nervous equilibribodied tfilinerried men between ages
North
116
boulevard.
Apply
ahan
We repair Shoes of all kinds um to the rtomach, bowels, liver, pan- din and Edith Flukes, of Island Cie
of 21 and 35: citIsans of the United
Sixteenth street.
creas. etc., and a unity of action es- Pa., have returned home after vise
and we do it well.
!States, of good character and ternyou see the best of fur mouldrooms.
tablished the disorders are readily lag Mee. H. T. licesig and relative
FLAT FOR R-ENT--- Four
perate habits, who can speak, read
ed into the most correct
We have the most improved control'ed and cured.
in Paducah.
Bath. etc., 1440 Broadway. I. n and write English. Men wanted now
shape. Otter the most exactly
doing Repair
machinery for
Constipation can be cured only by
Mr. W. I. Sturtevant, of Boston.
Sanders. Phone 765. 318 South Sixth
measured size as well as a hat
for service in Cuba. For inforrnetioa
work.
observing nature's laws. The regular visiting In the city. Mr. Sturtevant
Subscriaers inserting want ads in at ret.
'apply to Recruting Officer, New Richcan be finished and guaran
on
depend
Stone,
the
bowels
of
for
an
movements
the
Webster
of
here
company,
Shoes
old
your
Bring
The Sun will kindly reapember that
FOR deltedsT-Room in home with mend House. Paducah. KY.
teed, to wear all you expect
their nerve andebltsteirdripply. If one was located in Paducah until the fl
all such items are to he paid for fa mily of ordinary people. Would'
repairs and you'll be snrprtsed
to,
:t
NMHT 7iCHOOL- - First month's
or the other is disturbed in any way of the year when he was transferr, ,
cv hen the ad is inserted. the rule MP- like to rent to same kind of folks. Ad I
to learn how easily, quickly and
Klee Cane you can disprove
'k tuttion free if you clip and mall Or
sickness.
to
Osteopdisorder-is
Boston.
here
very
is.
He
here
popular
th
see
excels13.
se,
without
.
ese
plying
(ewe
to every one
,
i
how well we doctor them, and a
this, your $3.01) comes back
Present this notice within. the next
•
athy here again ,Is Nature's cure.
Mrs. Sallie Morrow and Miss Eme
'
tam,
moderate price, too. •
On
sr
Los
'Iltos(11Aa).
You.
to
pereonally
you
---.. - five days VI Draughon's Practical
Morrow, 633 Jefferson street, el..,
I should like to tell
FOR SALE --Grave., ts,auddneetteelelagagelegeoleateemeeguani- threnima.,serInewar........."Ierevereireerre.,.e........Job of :Moe Mend- at any time of the greektniFess-I amfleave tonight-for Memphis, Teen.; to!
There is no
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DOCTOR THE ITCH WHERE THE drett. to inherit It after him, The
government should part with its title
ITCH 10.
to the land only to the actual homeDonn Dome the stomach to Cure Ev- maker—not to the profit-maker, who
zemat and Other Skin Diseasis-s.
does not care to make a home. The
laud should be sold outright only in
Continued from Page One)
Those afflicted with Eczema, peer- quantities sufficient for decent homes
laglie salt rheum, or other skin dis- —not in huge areas to be held for
such circumstances, the public man eases of a similar nature, should nev- speculative purposes or used as
who was for the moment successful er dose the stomach to rid thenieelvts ranches, where those who do do the
tended to either a violent reactionary or the terrible itch.
They should actual work are merely tenants or
tr a violent demagogue. Any such doctor the itch where the itch is— hired hands. No temporary proscondition of political life is as hope- cure the skin through the skin, not perity of any class of men could in
essly unhealthy now as it was then tbroegh tho stomaeh.
the slightest degree atone for failure
I believe so implicitly in the future
Eczema and other diseases of a On our part to shape the laws so that
of our people, because I believe that kindred kind are skin diseases—not they may work for the permanent
the average American eitizen %AR no blood diseases. Science has shown good of the home-maker. This Is
more tolerate goverament by a mob that Eczema is caused by germs in fundamental, gentlemen, and is simthan he will tolerate government by the skin, and that the disease can be ply carrying out the idea upon which
a plutocracy; that he desires to see. eradicated osely by killing the germs. I dwell ip speaking to you of your
justice done to and justice exacted
Dr. Decatur D. Dennis teas one of own farms here in Iowa. Now in
from rich mau and poor man alike. the first physicians to follow out the many states where the rainfall is
We are not trying to favor any man germ theory in skin diseases. Then light it is a simple absurdity to ex.at the expense of his fellows. We are he discovered tk t by mixing ail of pect any man to live still less to
trying to shape things so that as far wintergreen
with other soothing bring up a family, on one hundred
as possible eachman sheetaye ajagents he had a liquid prescription and sixty acres. Where we are able
fair chance in life, so that he shall which killed the germs and cured the to introduce irrigation, the homehave,,iso far as by law this can be ac-i awful itch. leeving the skin white stead can be very much less in size -complisbed, the chance to stow the eau smooth. Rinse that time this D. can, for instance, be forty acres; and
stuff that there is in him. We have D. le PrescRaptIon has been the stand- there is nothing that congress has
no intention of trying to work for;ard remedy for skin diseases, just as done during the past eta. years more
the impossible and undesirable end D. D. D. soap Is the standard high important than the enactment of the
of giving to the lazy, the thriftless. grade skin soap.
national irrigation law. But where
I the weak, and the vicious, the reward
The first few drops' of D. D. D. Irrigation is not applicable and the
that belongs to, and in the long run give instant relief front the terrible land can owlet be used for grazing, it
can only come to, the hard working Itch and from the frightful burning may be that you can not run more
the thrifty, the resolute, and the hon- of the diseased ekIa, So reliable la than one steer to tea acres, and it is
est. But we do wish to see that the this D. D. D. remedy that hundreds not necessary to be much of a math,
necessary struggle in life shall be. of
physicians prescribe it. It is a matielan in order to see where such
The"Golden Medical Discovery" by return mail on receipt of 50 carried on under genuinely demo- wash as thin as water and as mild is the case a homestead cf one hunAddress
Doctor
stamps.
not only builds up the strength cf cents in
cratic conditions; that, so far as hu- and as pure, which is applied to the dred and sixty acres will not go fat
man action can safely provide it diseased portion of the akin.
the feeble, debilitated, languid, Pierce as below for it.
toward the support of a family.
In
fair
nervous and easily fatigued, whethIn short "Golden Medical Dis- Ithere shall be an approximately
Mrs. FreneettiRichmond, of Mtlton, consequelfee of this fact, homestead
oppresno
shall
be
er young or aged, but it enriches covery" regulates, purifies and in- Istart; that there
Trimble county, -Kentucky, whites: era do not take up she lands in the
and purifies the blood, th...; making vigorates the whole system and thus !sten of the eivak, and that no man "My little girl's angers were sore tract In question-. They are left open
permited to acquire or to use almost to
the improvement lasting.
the bone from Eczema. I for anybody to graze upon that wishes
cures a very large range of diseases. shall be
It corrects and overcomes indi- The reason Why it cures' such a a vast fortune by methods or in ways used part of the vanitile bottle of D. to. The result it that the men who
gestion, dyspepsia, biliousness, tor- varied list of diseases is made clear that are tortuous and dishonest.
D. D. Prescription received front you use them moderately and not with a
"Therefore we need wise laws, and and now they tire well. It is a won- view to exhausting their resources
pid liver, chronic diarrhea ana in a little booklet of extracts from
them
rsolutly
admire
we
need
to
have
kindred derangements of the stom- the leading medical authorities,
derful skin.eemedy."
are at the mercy of those who Care
isterd. We can get such laws and
We carefully investigated this D. nothing for the future and simply inach, liver and bowels.
compiled by Dr. R. V. Pierce, of such administration only if the people
D. D. Preseriptkm before recom- tend to skin the land In the present
Bronchial, throat and laryngeal Buffalo, N. V., and which he will
alive to their interests. The oth- mending it to cite neighbors and pat For instance, the small sheep farmer
affections,attended with hoarser.ess, be pleased to send post-paid and are
er day I listened to an admirable ser- tons, and after a long experience we who has a home and who wishes that
persistent cough, and all manner of entirely free to any who send him
mon by Bishop Johnston, of western are more than ever convinced of Its home to pass on to his children- imcatarrhal affections are cured by the their names and addresses.
Texas. His theme was that the vital aonderful merits.
proved in value will naturally run his
"Golden Medical Discovery."
You can't afford to accept a sub- ,element in judging any man should
R W WALKER & CO.
flock so that the land will support it,
In Chronic Nasal Catarrh, it is
further
pretensions;
and,
nor
his
tion
Fifth and Broadway.
not only today, but ten years hence;
well to cleanse the nasal passages stitute of unknown composition enore, that freedom could only stay
You needn't decide now, but call but a big absentee sheep owner, who
non-secret
MEDICINE
OP
this
for
Sage's
Catarrh
with
Dr.
out freely
with a people which has the habit of at our store anyway and we will dhow has no home on the land at all, but
Remedl fluid while taking the KNOWN COMPOSITION.
self-mastery. As he said, the price
you how this 1), D. n. Preseription simply owns huge migratory flocks
as a
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con- of liberty is not only eternal vigil- 1
"Golden Medical Discover
gives
Instant relk.f from Itch.
of sheep, may well find it to his profit
stipation.
Constipation
is
Of
the
cause
obconstitutional treatment. Old
l ance but eternal virtue, and I may
to drive them over the small sheep
many diseases. Cure the cause and you
Each
stinate cases of catarrh yield to this cure
eerse.
common
eternal
add
the disease. Ore "Pellet" is a
wrongdoing or welldoing, in judging farmer's ranee and eat it all out. He
'
himself
has
he
thorough course of triptment.
that
here
knows
man
gentle laxative, and two a mild cathar- ,
Can then drive his flocka.on, whereas
any Man.
Through enriching and purifying ! tic. Druggists Pell them, and nothing been able to use his freedom to adthe small man can not. Of course, to
Keep
to
the
Farms.
. "Discovery" cures is "just as eood." They are the orennal tentage only provided that he could
the blood, the
permit such a state of things is not
Little Liver Pills first put up by old master himself, that he could control
manufac"You
In
Iowa
have
many
blotckes,
affections,
also
scrofulous
only evil for the small man,, but is
Dr. Pierce over 40 years ago._ Much
turing
centers,
but
you
remain.
and
I
own
i
direct
his
passions
and
pimples, eruptions, and other ugly imitated. hut never equaled. They are his own
destructive of the best interests of
will always remain, a great
affections of the skin. Old, open, ' tiny sugar- coated granules— easy to faculties. Each of you fathers andi hope
the country. Substantialty. the sane
mothers here knows that if your aerie Aairal state. I hope that the
running sores, or ulcers, are healed take as candy.
conditions obtain as regards cattle
transporting
tneankilf
your
commodithey
the
world
dwell
in
are
to
sons
Dr. Pierce* Medical Adviser (1000
by taking the "Golden Medical DisThe custom has therefore grown up
ties to market will be steadily imcovery" internally and applying ' pages) is sent free •,t1 receipt of 21 one- must know how to master themof fencing great tracts of government
to cover cost of mailing) selves. Every man must have a mas- proved;- but this will be of no use unDr. Pierce's All-Healing Salve as Centstarnee
for paper-covered, or 31 stamps for ter; if he is not his own master, then less 'you keep producing the cone land without warrant of law. The
a local dreaming. The Salve can cloth-bound copy. Address Dr. Pierce
Men teho fenced this land were somesomebody else will be. This in jest modities, and In the long run this will
times rich men, who by fencing it.
be had of druggists, or will be sent! as above.
largely
depend
you:
being
able
upon
as true of public life as of privte life
kept out actual settlers and thereby
"If iv can not master ourselves. on the farm a high type of ciesenehip
worked evil to the country. But in
The
effort
must
be
to
make
Tann
life
sooner
or,
then
ourselves,
control
UoUNTESS WILL DEFEND BIGHTS'DIES SINGING GOD IIE WITH YOU
many cases, whether they were large
not
remunerative
but
attractive,
submit
to
outcoyly
later we shall have to
men or small men, their object was
Teacher side control; for there must be con- se that the best young men and gide not to keep out actual settlers, but
Divorced Wife of Sa‘mlY'`, King Will listrqo: City Sunday School
will
feel
inclined
to
stay
on
the
farm
somewhere.
trol
Paeses Away in Church,
to protect themselves am! their own
Cling to Daughter. Princese ,eane,
and not to go to the city. Nothing
Cannot Be Muffed.
industry by preventing overgrazing
Is
more
important
to
this
country
'One ray of exercising such conKansas City, Oct. 1.--With the fiof the range on the part of reckless
Florence, Oct. 1.-- Enrico Tosall. nal words
than the perpetuation of our system
of the •113me which he was trol is through the laws of the land,
stock owners who had no plase in the
who last week married the Countess- singing with his Sunday school class, Ours is a government of liberty, but of medium-sized farms worked by
permanent development of the counMontignoso in London. in an inter- "God Be With You Tel We Meet it is agovernment of that orderly lib- their owners.
try and who were indifferent to every
-view today, confirmed the reports that Aimee" upon les lips,
"This type of farm home is one of
Frank B. erty which comes by and through the
thing except the profits of the moIt was his intention to make an Mitchener, a prominent real estate
honest enforcement of and obedience our strongest political and social bul- ment. To permit the continuance of
American tour as a singer, but de- man of this cite, dropped dead at -the
the*
warks.
Such
a
farm
worked
by
to the law. At intervals during the
this illegal fencing inevitably tended
clined to give any details concerning Second Presbyterian ehuych
Sunday. last few months the appeal has been owner has proved by experience the to very grave abuses, and the govern.
le He declared that tea wife would Mr. Mitchener was 51
years old.
made to me not to enforce the law best place in which to breed vigorous ment has therefore forced the fencre
aetend her rights as a mother for the
against ycertain wrondoers of great leaders alike for country and city. It to take down 'thir fences. In doing
care of her daughter, the Princess
wealth because to do so would inter- is smatter of prime ecenomi s and this we have not only obeyed and enThe Evening son—tile. 'rek.Ant
men
lee,
fete with the bpsinese prosperity n/ civic importanceto encourage this forced the lawebut we have corrected
-- the country. Under the effects of type of home-owning farmer.
many flagrant abuses, Nevertheless
A Word to the West.
that kind of fright which when suffiwe have also caused hardship. wheel,
"Now,
men
of
Iowa,
I
want
to
say
cietnly acute we call panic, this apthough unavoidable. I was exceedpeal has been made to me even by Just a word on a matter that concerns ingly unwilling to cause. In some
men who ordinarily behave as decent Pnot the states of the Mississippi sal- was or other we must provide for the
citizens. One newspaper whish has by itself, but the states west of them, use of the public range under condielle states of the great plains and the
tions which shall inure primarily to
There is no otter part of our physical system upon which so much 'itself strongly advancal this Of.%
VRacky mountains. Unfortunately, I
depends as upon the Hotel. The muscles, nerves, bones, sinews, skin, and gave prominence to the statementtheiam not able on this present trip lei the benefit of the actual settlers on or
certain man of great wealth to
other portions of the body are sustained, developed and enabled to perform
near it, and which shall prevent its
their different duties, because they are supplied with nourishment and effect that the so-called financial Visit those states. or I should speak being wasted. This means that in
healthful properties through the circulation. In various ways the blood weakness 'was due entirely to the au to their own people on toe point to some shape or way the fencing of
becomes contaminated and polluted. A sluggish, inactive condition of the mitted intention of President Rome-. which I now intend to allude: but pacture land must be permitted under
system, and torpid state of the avenues of bodily waste, will leave the refuse ivelt to punish the large moneyed in- after all anything that affects a con- restrictions which will safeguard the
and waste matter of the body to sour and form uric and other acids, which terests which had transgressed the siderable number of Americans who tights of the actual settlers. I deare absorbed into the blood and Rheumatism, or some itching, disfiguring laws.
I do not admit that this has live under one set of conditions, must sire to act as these actual settlers
ik in disease is the reault. Muddy,sallow complexions, eruptions, splotches, ben the main cause of any business be of moment to all other Americans wish to
have me in this meter. I
pimples, etc., all show that some-humor has taken root in the circulation ,troubles we have had; but it is ten- for never forget, friends, that in the wish to find out their needs and doand rendered it sour and unfit for nourishing the body. There is scarcely sible that it has been a contributory long run we shall all go up or go
sires and then to try to put them into
any disease whicl• cannot be traced to the blood. Often the disease-tainted cause. If so, friends. as far as I am down together.
blood of parents is banded down to children and their lives are a continual i concerned it must ee accepted as a 'The states of the high plains and effect. But they must take trouble
must look ahead to their own ultibattle against disease in some form, usually of a scrofulous nature. Rheuidisagreeable but unaroidable feature of the -mountains have a peculiar mate and real good, must insist upoe
matism, Catarrh. Skin Diseases, Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Blood Poison,
policy which as long as claim upon me, because for a number being really represented b ytheir pubetc., are all deep-seated blood troubles, and until this vital fluid is purified in a course ofpresident will not be changed. of years I lived and worked In them. lic men, if we are to have a good re,I
am
they cannot be cured. For all blood diseases S. S. S. is the best remedy ever
and I have that intimate knowledge
put upon the market. This great medicine is made of roots, herbs and barks in any great movement for righteous- of their people that comes under such sult."
forces
of
evil
are
tbe
ness.
where
of recognized blood-purifying and building-up properties. It goes down into
conditions. In those states there is
the circulation and removes all poisons, impurities and humors, supplies strongly intrenched, it is unfortuTAFT ASKED TO AID IN
the blood with the healthful properties it needs and completely cures blood nately that some unoffending people need of a modification of the land
PROTECTION TO THE FLAG.
laws that have worked so well In the
with
the
company
-should
suffer
in
diseases of every kind. S. S. S. cures _Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula,
well
fertile
regions
to
the
-watered
our
fault
offenders.
This
is
not
real
Skin Diseases' Sores and Ulcers, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., because it
Washington, Oct. I.—Among the
It is the fault of those es- whose de- eastward, such as those in which you
purifies the blood. Book en the Hoed and medical advice free.
ceptive
action these innocent people here dwell. The one object in all first visitors to call upon the secreTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
owe their false position. A year or land laws should always be to favor tary of war upon his snivel In Matwo ago certain representatives of the actual settler, the actual home- nila will be a committee of five men
who comes to dwell on the representing the army, the nary, the
labor called upon me and in the
course-- of a very pleasant conversa- land and there to bring up his chil- business Interests and the governtion told me that they regarded me linglielesekrimorommoomosommomo•we-.. ment of the islande, to impress upon
him the importance of congressional
as 'the friend of labor.' I answered
Martuto‘itured by
legielatIon to compel respect for the
that I certainly was, and that I would
American flag in the Philippines
do everything in my power for the
Cough dropf, throat
Since the ensign of the Katipunan
laboring man except anything that
the insurreetionary secret society in
was strong. I have the same answer
lozenges, or cough
New Phone 444. Cor. Third and Ohio.
the telands, WIW pieced above the
to make to the business man
relie-ve
syrups may
stars and steepen and flaunted in the
"Whenever a serious effort Is made
face of Americans in Manila, two or
to cut out what is evil in our politia cold but they don't
three months ago, there has been
cal life, whether the effort takes the
cure it. Score.:
shape of warring against the grass
widespread indignation among the
American residents, and' it has been
and sordid forms of evil in some muEmulsion not only
resolved that the outrage *shall not
tricipality. or whether it takes the
immediately relieves
be repeated.
shape of trying to secure the honest
enforcement of the law as against
Several meetings have been held
your cough or cold but
to consider th matter, and it has been
very powerful and wealthy people,
cures it by giving you
I neon o • 11
pjthere are sure to be certain individdecided to appead to- secretary Taft.
uals who demand that the movement
the strength to throw
stop because it may hurt business.
Lady Hurt.
it off. Take Scott's
Mita! Rose' "Haupenthal, of KenIn each case the answer must be that
tucky avenue between Fourth and
Ire. eArnestly hope and believe that
es, Emulsion for
,there will be no permanent damage
Fifth streets, fell down stairs last
1/41341
s-44e-etwebesieteet"Teffer HIV Ifftfeen14111:- Ma
Ughielleir tbelihMerdakC
Li
j
ee
colds.
that if rtghteousnees conflicts with
She caught 'her foot while preparing
,the taunted needs of busfness, ellen
to descend 'the 'steps.
ALL DRUCCO5T31
,the latter must go to the wall. We
Phones 7157
123.134 N.Fourth Mt.
Ms. AND IMO0.
t
It takes a certain amount of ability
cannot afford to substitute any other
to back up even a bluff,
test for that of guilt or 1311100enete Of

BETTER LAND LAW

Dr.Pierce's
Golden Medical
Discovery

It

is impossible,simply impossible, for spy
one to eniey the beet of health if the bowels
are constipated. Undigested material, waste
products, poisonous siabstances, must be
Ask your doctor if leo emirs a Letter daily removed from the body or there will
rouble, and often serious trouble, too.
pill for a sluggish, liver than Ayer's Aheyetr,s
Pills aid natureehat is all C. (114ace
follow kis adeoce.
1.-)11; T,en
i

Liver Pil

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY
IS BY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

Great Restorative

The

Nonslikoholie Tonic

of the day, made entirely of native
medicinal roots and without a drop
of alcohol in its composition.
There are no secrets---all itsingreclients being printed on the bottlewrappers.

S;

OURIFIES

•

•THE BLOOD

l

FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

EAST 'TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented, Call and see them.

E TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Livery sal marling Svc

Furth SITIO sad Ilentody Amon.

INAURANCE A CI

N-rs

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,

Steam Boiler,

Health.
Autotuobile,

Office Phones °id
N•wr369
369

Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator,

Residence Phones

Old 726
New 726

ee;stnpboll Building, 1-4eitducah, Ky.

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber

Steam Heating Expert
Repair Woris. Solicited.
Both Phones 201

132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.

e

You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new .'

I

COKE HEATER I
ATTACHMENT
41111MMIes

all1111111111111n1=111111111=1111116.

I

EXCELSIOR

KENTUCKY EXCELSIOR CO.

i

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL UPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants in&1Lc,
Complete machine shop,

and

4

i

meinterraile

-

INCORPORATED

Can be attached to .any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.

The

Paducah Light & Power Co.

9.•
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STORY OF CAIRO
Little Ills
of Children IN OUR HISTORY

18 Tears* Success

Men. Incorporated. $300.000.00 Carnal
29 CiAlcgcs in 16 Sate. Joe. braughon, Ctrs,
Reliable
Safe I I
11.1.011TIATIO
CHALOLE

Indorsed by Buthars

BUSINESS
PRACTICAL
IC own as the Up-to-Date Pcsincs &boob
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED

FREE

,
1
Mothers and all others who have children about the house cannot do their
.11tt
4
,t eusnrs)115.,1,-. ,seis 111
tint unsateria
UM UMW a better service than to learn of
persons
simple sad reliable remedies that coma
Connection With
$ o rt
nd. Pen- • ottepil a business college. Who slim at once
By ROBERT BARR.
children's ailments. Many grown peo- Repeated in
Telegraphy, Letter ('LIP and send ads notice (mentioning tido
,
_As.rho, of
Voltage:
pie are suffering today for the ignorance
Pt ii Utis. 4i W. 21c.:Latdcal Drawing. Base paper) to Dranglion's Pracucat Burt.
President's Visit.
or negligence of those who had charge
"The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont." ”Tekla.." "In the Midst of
•
of their bringing up.
PADUCAH, 314 BROADWAY;
Alarma." "Speculations of Isis Steele," "The Victors." Etc.
Children are prone to constipation,
Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis.
or
And Others, Too.
and if it isn't corrected early, the bowCopyright. 1906. by Robert Barr.
• Poin• ts of DoSereet and Importels get in the habit of not working nor- - --—
York.
New
of
Newspapers
Association
and
Authors
The
with
Arrangement
Sr
ance Along Bank% of tfreat
mally and soon chronic constipation
rotund for the leo-lug steamer. The here toill:y by Rev. William A. Sunresults that may last off and on all
allirmiselppi River.
Either Phone 77
Devil's Tea Table, I am told, used to day in a tabernacle especially erected
through life. Then children eat almost
capacion the bluffs near here, but the for theliurpoee with a seating
lie
contifivally and as a consequence indispace and the ty of 5,000.
gestion sets in soon followed by worms,
'railroad needed the
or stomach pains, or diarrhea, or any one of• _,
A choir of 500 voices and an orWhen the doctor colliesto
HOUSES. Devil's Table was blown up. The Pres• (Continued from last issue.)
(X)LONIAL
filet find where they were; then I'd dozen other tronbks. '10 say that it will rigitt I- A MOUS
will see many chestra leads the singing. Nearly all
his party
and
ident
putting
is
itself
altogether
too
much
Is
faith
use all the influence I possessed with chance. It Is toying
your house and leaves a precri.ki"rEu xi.
with UN Child'. M•sell9;
beautiful land ngs and homes all the Protesant churches have joined in
the American ambassador to get them
I
not the services.
evenings
The
wttned.
way
lb
A
and
the river. but space will
i
a
r
along
rrerh
u
l'alefElt
isto
give
g
the child a dose of
scription, you want that mediset free."
loin Milky intended mu cure that very trouble,i
"The church does not need millione.a.ro.
became chill, although the sun
permit the mention of them all.
LaPierre
—If
1
OCt
III
i
..Oct..
Kate,
ambassador,
sso
nothing
American
"The
better
the
for
s
i
purpose
known than '
cine and want it in a hurry
first airervie costlier (entices," declared Mr.
pretended at noon that its cannot move to release either an Eng- Dr. Caldwell a Syrup Pew in. It never gripes clede and his sturdy followers could
Cape Girardeau, Mo., is the
but a ts gently and as it has • pleasant taste
Sunday today, "hut men and women
power was undiminished. Back lishman or a Russian."
Our delivery service is such
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-approved by millionsDuck's stoves sent
on approval

three million people are enjoying the comforts of Buck's stove
s and ranges.
for sixty years they have 'stood for all that is best in stove
-making and now
they have reached that stage of perfection where our conf
idence in them is so
great that we are willing to send one to your home on
approval. ---let us tell
you all about this offer today.

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
CURE

Price

100

W. B. M

I

FLOWERS

l

—the

cven doors of Buck's stoves and

ranges are white enameled--no crevices to collect
filth from fumes of general oven odors—can be kept
sweet and clean as la fine china dish—and are ab-

solutely

SCHMAUS BROS.

Si

any Buck's

sent to your

—while it is the "insides" of the stove that
really
count—we would call your attention to the
generous
ornamentation of silvery nickel—of extra
heavy deposit---placed away from the'heat so as toke
practically non -tarnishable--found on all Buck's
StOV C 1
aiid ranges.
—we are offering you
eveiything in
housefurniabinge at prices and
terms
irresistAble.

